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In this work the coexistence effect of Cloisite 30B and multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT) on the crystal transformation of the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) matrix
is reported. It was found that at a constant rate of 3% (by weight) total modification,

a higher percentage of beta crystal was evolved in PVDF matrix as compared with that
of 3% (by weight) of each nanomaterial in the whole nanocomposite system. These
changes in the crystalline structure were quantitatively and qualitatively studied using
FTIR and WXRD techniques, respectively. The FTIR technique confirmed the formation
of 80%, 71% and 84% of beta crystal for the three prepared composites. The 
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique revealed a 10-time increase in the 
d-spacing of the nanoclay in nanocomposites as compared with that in raw nanocaly.
The morphology of the nanomaterials and the state of dispersion were investigated
using SEM and TEM techniques. The synergism observed was assigned to differences
in surface conformations and aspect ratio of the nanomaterials. These nanocomposites
ensured formation of beta crystals without any need to apply strain. Meanwhile, the
piezoelectric constant (d33) of the hot-pressed samples was found to be zero. To attain
piezopyroelectric characteristics, there was a need to cold-drawing, probably by small-
er strain which resulted in better mechanical properties and anisotropy of the resulting
hybrid nanocomposite.

INTRODUCTION

Polyvinylidene fluoride, a techni-
cally important polymer, has
attracted much research attention
during the past three decades. The
polymer was found to show piezo-
electric properties. The research
works on this semi-crystalline
polymer divulged the polymor-
phism for this polymer. This poly-
mer is of five different types of
arrangement of polymer chains and
chain conformation in crystal unit
cells, which produce different
polymorphs. Thermodynamically,

the most stable polymorph is alpha
(type II) crystal, in which chain
conformation comprised of TGTG'
sequences. The alpha polymorph is
directly obtained from the melt
without any need to control the
conditions. It can also be obtained
from solutions of non-strongly
polar solvents and even those of
polar solvents at high temperature.
The most important polymorph is
beta (type I) crystal. The polymer
chains in this crystal assume the
extended all-trans conformation
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(TTTT). Packing of the chains with this conformation
results in crystallites with a net dipole moment which
is the highest amongst those of the other PVDF 
polymorphs. Unfortunately, the beta crystals are 
thermodynamically unstable due to the intensive
repulsion developed between the adjacent CF2
groups. Technically, the preforms (films, sheets,
tubes, and etc.) containing alpha crystals are fabricat-
ed and via complementary finishing operations such
as cold-drawing (stretching), applying high pressure
and high electrical field, these alpha crystals are
transformed into oriented beta crystals [1]. 

In the past, it was found that some inorganic salts
are able to show epitaxial effect and promote the 
formation of beta crystals from the solution [2].
Recently, the changes in PVDF crystalline structure
after introducing nanomaterial-modified nanoclays
and its blending with single and multi-walled carbon
nanotubes were studied. The incorporation of nano-
clay in PVDF showed an increase in d-spacing of clay
and alpha-to-beta crystal transformation [3,4]. It was
found that addition of nanoclay to PVDF results in
the reduction of the total degree of crystallization [4].
Other research works also confirmed this transforma-
tion [5-7]. The solid state 19F NMR also confirmed
this crystal transformation [8]. The effect of different
types of nanoclay was tested for their effect on PVDF
crystal type via solution casting [9]. The nanoclay
was also melt blended with PVDF in an extruder [10].
Some other different nanoclays were also checked for
their effect on PVDF crystal type and always the
same conclusion was made [11]. It was found that the
organically-modified nanoclay was effective in 
crystal transformation whereas the unmodified nano-
clay was ineffective. In a study [12] it was found that
a low percentage of PMMA results in PVDF/nano-
clay compatibilization and that a branched PVDF is
more capable to diffuse into the clay galleries. It was
also reported that in PVDF/nanoclay composites
there exists a competition between diffusion, in 
pushing the polymer chains into the interlayer spaces
of the clay particles, and the applied stress in pulling
out the polymer chains.

Carbon nanotubes are also used for alpha-to-beta
crystal transformation in PVDF. The electrical 
properties of these composites are studied [13,14].
These properties are important in charging the final

sensors. The effect of nanotubes on the crystalline
structure of PVDF is also studied. Different tech-
niques of mixing (solution [15-18], sonication [19]
and melt mixing [20-22]) were used. In all processes
a change in the rate of crystal transformation was
reported and it was discovered that the structure of
the surface of nanotube promotes the beta crystal 
formation when separating from the molten phase or
solution. It seems that the architecture of the 
nanotube surface plays a major role in crystal trans-
formation of PVDF phase in this family of nano-
composites. Amongst different types of naotubes, it is
found that the multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT) highly affect the transformation of the
alpha type crystals to beta type in PVDF. It may be
indirectly implied that the surface of MWCNT has to
have a proper conformation and morphology in 
promoting beta crystal formation and therefore, the
conformation of MWCNT needs to be in zigzag form. 

In making composites of carbon nanofibres
(CNFs) with PVDF, almost the same effect as that of
MWCNT was observed as far as electrical con-
ductivity and crystal transformation are concerned
[23,24]. The graphite and graphene nanoplates were
also blended with PVDF and it was found that 
crystallization behaviour and crystal type followed
the same trends [25-27]. The novel finding of this
contribution remains in preparation of hybrid
nanocomposites and reporting the effect of incorpora-
tion of low concentrations of both organically modi-
fied nanoclay and multi-walled carbon nanotubes on
the crystal transformation of PVDF.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Polyvinylidene fluoride (Solef1010 grade) from
Ausimont, USA, was used as received. Cloisite 30B,
an organically-modified nanocaly, was purchased
from Southern clay (USA) and multi-walled carbon
nanotube was purchased from Nanotech Co. (Tehran,
Iran). This grade of MWCNT has purity above 95%,
3-15 walls, outer diameter 5-20 nm, inner diameter 2-
6 nm and 1-10 micrometer length. All nanomaterials
were used as received without any further purification
or pre-treatments.
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Table 1. The composition of the prepared hybrid nanocom-
posites.

Nanocomposite Preparation and Test Procedures
All nanocomposites were prepared in a Haake internal
mixer (Germany) at 230°C and 80 rpm equipped with
Banbury mixing rotors. The samples containing 2%
nanoclay-1% MWCNT, 1.5% nanoclay-1.5%
MWCNT and 1% nanoclay-2% MWCNT (all by
weights) were prepared and coded H1, H2 and H3, for
the above given order (Table 1).

A laboratory hot-press was used to prepare films
and sheets of the nanocomposite and pure polymer
specimens for FTIR, WXRD, SAXS, SEM, TEM and
rheometry tests. FTIR Tests were carried out on
Bruker Equinox 55 spectrophotometer (Germany).
The wide angle X-ray diffractometry (WXRD) was
carried out on a Siemens D5000, CuKα (Germany). A
Hecus (Austria) small angle X-ray spectrophotometer
S3-micropix model was employed to obtain SAXS 
patterns. The sheets of nanocomposites were cryo-
genically broken in liquid nitrogen and then gold-
coated and viewed using a Tescan scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Vega II, Czech). The state of dis-
persion of the nanocomposites was also viewed using
a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Zeiss-
EM900-80keV, Germany). The samples were micro-
tomed prior to scanning by the TEM microscope. 

The polymer sheets, each 1 mm thickness, were
polarized using a laboratory made corona charging
oven for 10 min at 103°C under 1.8 MV/cm and after
48 h the piezoelectric coefficient (d33) of the film was
measured on an APC Int Ltd d33-meter (model 8000)
(USA) at a working frequency of 1000 Hz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphology
The state of dispersion of the nanomaterials is shown 

Figure 1. SEM images of: (a) PVDF-2% Cloisite 30B-1%
MWCNT (H1), (b) PVDF-1.5% Cloisite 30B-1.5% MWCNT
(H2) and (c) PVDF-1% Cloisite 30B-2% MWCNT (H3) 
nanocomposites.
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Sample
code

Cloisite 30B
(% by weight)

MWCNT
(% by weight)

Beta crystal 
content (%)

d33

pC/N

H1
H2
H2

2.0
1.5
1.0

1.0
1.5
2.0

80.7
71.3
84.5

0
0
0

 

 

 

(a)

(b)

(c)



in Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1 the SEM images are
presented. In this figure the naonoclay particles are
observable for the first two samples (H1, H2) in
which the nanocaly concentration is higher. In the last
sample (H3) the concentration of nanotubes is high
enough to bridge the sample and therefore become
observable even at a larger scale as compared with
that of the former images. The nanoclay particles are
not observable due to this change in the scale of the
image.

A very good adhesion between the reinforcements
and the matrix is clearly obtained. It shows that there
exists a very good similarity between the forces
which are active on the surface and where provided
by the reinforcements and the PVDF surface. In
Figure 2 the TEM images of the resulting nanocom-
posites are presented. This technique provides the
state of dispersion of reinforcements in the bulk of
the samples. At this resolution the carbon nanotubes
are clearly observable in PVDF matrix. However,
some clay particles with a smaller length-to-diameter
ratio (L/D) are noticeable. In Figure 2d the morphol-
ogy of 3% Cloisite 30B/PVDF nanocomposite is
reported, where the nanoclay particles are quite 
visible. 

Studies on Crystalline Structure 
FTIR Spectrophotometry
The technique of FTIR spectrophotometry is a well-
known technique for quantitative determination of
PVDF crystalline polymorphs [28-30]. In this 
technique different absorption bands are assigned to
different crystalline PVDF polymorphs. According to
the technique, the peak heights (areas) at 763 cm-1

(α-form) and 840 cm-1 (β-form) were extracted from
the spectra shown in Figure 3 (pure PVDF and hybrid
nanocomposites) and using eqn (1) the beta content
of the blends was calculated:

(1)

where Aα and Aβ correspond to the height of 
absorption bands at 763 and 840 cm-1, respectively.
In Figure 3 the changes in relative height of these
peaks are very evident upon incorporation of rein-
forcements and with changes in their concentrations.
In Figure 4 the percentage of beta crystal for pure
PVDF and corresponding hybrid nanocomposites are
shown. A sharp increase in beta content is attained for
the composites. However, a minimum is observed in
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Figure 2. TEM images of: (a) PVDF-2% Cloisite 30B-1% MWCNT (H1), (b) PVDF-1.5% Cloisite 30B-1.5% MWCNT
(H2), (c) PVDF-1% Cloisite 30B-2% MWCNT (H3) and (d) PVDF-3% Cloisite 30B nanocomposites.
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the case of H2 nanocomposite, which can be resulted
from poor dispersion. The amounts of 80% beta for
H1 and 84% for the H3 sample were resulted, which
are very good achievements. Both MWCNT and
Cloisite 30B are known as beta crystal promoter for
PVDF [31]. It was observed that when Cloisite 30B is
mixed with PVDF at a level of 3 wt% (Figure 2d),
only 68% beta crystal is generated in PVDF [31],
meanwhile, it was observed that 3% MWCNT only
induces 39% beta crystal. This clearly shows the 
beneficial effect of hybrid nanocomposites to attain a
much higher beta crystal. This is technically very
important because incorporation of MWCNT in
PVDF improves corona charging of the polymer as
well as MWCNT's positive effects on mechanical
properties of the resulting nanocomposite.

WXRD Technique
The technique of wide angle X-ray diffraction can be

used to qualitatively check the changes in the crystal
type of the PVDF (Figure 5). Alpha crystals of PVDF
show four peaks at 17.8, 18.5, 20.1 and 26.7 corre-
sponding to planes with Miller indices (100), (020),
(110) and (021), in the given order [32]. This is a very
clear evidence for alpha crystals formation. However,
a mixture of alpha and beta crystals shows the same
pattern along with a shift towards 2θ = 20.7° corre-
sponding to diffractions from (110) and (220) planes
[32]. Therefore, a change in WXRD pattern and
appearance of a major peak higher than 20 degrees
along with a minor one around 18-19 degrees is a con-
crete evidence for formation of pure and presumably 
oriented beta crystals inside the spherulites. The beta
crystals are reported to be formed during 
cold-uniaxial stretching and the WXRD pattern is
gradually transformed into a single peak [33,34],
whereas in the case of this novel hybrid nanocompos-
ites no flow history and even mechanical stretching
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Figure 3. FTIR Spectra of pure PVDF and H1, H2 and H3 nanocomposites.

 

Figure 4. Beta crystal content of pure PVDF and H1, H2 and H3 hybrid nanocomposites.



would be needed to be applied to PVDF crystallites.
The similarity of the WXRD pattern is an indication
of beta crystals formation in a pure stretched polymer
and non-stretched hybrid nanocomposites. This has to
be noted that the films reported by other researchers
in 2007 [34,35] represent a high enough piezoelectric
coefficient (d33), whereas the hybrid composite 
samples prepared in the present work does not show
any piezoelectric activity. This is a witness to our 
conclusion about formation of oriented beta crystals
inside the polymer spherulites which are spherically
symmetrical. This leads to an overall cancellation of
dipole moments inside the polymer spherulites.
Consequently, no piezoelectric activity is observed
(Table 1). Some more studies can be conducted to
reconfirm this point. To account for this observation
and formation of thermodynamically unfavourable
beta crystals directly from the melt, we propose the
hypothesis that the strong interactions between nano-
materials and PVDF chains limit the mobility of the
PVDF chains, which in turn result in a stretching
force on the chains reptating towards the crystal front.
These interactions force the chain to assume the
longest conformation which in the case of PVDF is 

Figure 5. WXRD Patterns of pure PVDF and H1, H2 and H3
hybrid nanocomposites.

the all-trans (TTTT) type. These interactions are
already proved to be in effect in the amorphous phase
of PVDF [36]. Meanwhile, the epitaxial and 
crystallization nucleating agent effects are also
expected for these nanocomposites. To check this
conclusion a low percentage of nylon 6 (~5% by
weight) which forms stronger interactions with
Cloisite 30B as compared with that of PVDF/Cloisite
30B, was incorporated into the PVDF/Cloisite 30B
nanocomposite and it was observed that WXRD 
pattern faded into that of alpha crystals (pure PVDF)
[31]. This may be the confirmation for both the 
epitaxial effect at crystal front and amorphous region
interactions at the same time and further investiga-
tions are needed to prove the effective phenomenon.

SAXS Technique
The SAXS patterns of the clay phase of the hybrid
nanocomposites are presented in Figure 6. It is pre-
cisely known that the Cloisite 30B is of a strong peak
at 2θ = 4.7° corresponding to a d-spacing 18.8 A
(using Bragg's law) [31].

(2)

where λ is the X-ray wavelength (1.54 A) and d is
interlayer d-spacing. Dispersing Cloisite 30B in
PVDF results into a 10-time increase in d-spacing that
is around 185 A. This confirms the approximately full
exfoliation of Cloisite 30B in PVDF matrix which is
in favour of strong clay-polymer interactions and to
some extent the fully exfoliated clay layers provide a 
agent and hereby initiate epitaxial effect. As a matter 

Figure 6. SAXS Patterns of pure Cloisite 30B and H1, H2
and H3 nanocomposites.
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agent and hereby initiate epitaxial effect. As a matter
of fact, the synergistic effect of the Cloisite 30B and
MWCNT stems from the high surface area of
extremely exfoliated nanoclay accompanied with 
special surface morphology of the MWCNT (zigzag
conformation).

CONCLUSION

The effect of Cloisite 30B and MWCNT on the 
crystalline structure of PVDF was studied. It was
found that both nanomaterials fully exfoliate in
PVDF matrix. Using Bragg's equation it was found
that the d-spacing between the nanoclay galleries
becomes 10-time larger as compared with that of the
pure Cloisite 30B. The interactions between nano-
materials and polymer and surface of reinforcements
were proposed responsible for changes in chain 
conformation in the crystal. The FTIR spectra quanti-
tatively proved 84% transformation of alpha crystals
to beta crystals in case of the PVDF-1% Cloisite 30B-
2% MWCNT (H3) nanocomposite. The lowest rate of
beta crystal conversion was found for H2 nanocomp-
site containing equal weight percentage of both nano-
reinforcements. The WXRD technique showed a sub-
stantial change in the pattern in the presence of rein-
forcements as compared with that of pure polymer. As
clearly seen (Figure 5), the intensity of peak at 20.7°
was increased, whereas those of peaks around 18°
were weakened. The SAXS pattern showed a very
large d-spacing of the clay layers. The higher beta
crystal content of hybrid nanocomposite compared to
that of 3% (by weight) Cloisite 30B nanocomposite
(68% beta crystal) was claimed to be resulted from
the synergistic effect of large surface area of exfoliat-
ed nanoclay accompanied with favourable zigzag sur-
face conformation of nanotube. The d33 coefficient of
the samples was found to be zero which was attrib-
uted to the symmetry of the non-stretched polymer
beta crystal spherulites. To aquire piezoactivity cold-
drawing should be performed prior to sample charging.
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